Resilient Floor Care:
Scrub/Recoat
TOOLS &
EQUIPMENT

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS
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Apply PPE and gather supplies.
Supplies may include auto scrubber or bucket, floor machine, appropriate pad, and wet vacuum.
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For smaller areas, mop on top
scrub solution and scrub with 175
RPM machine.
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Dip the mop into floor sealer
and wring out to keep mop from
dripping.
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Choose your preferred
Spartan floor finish
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Use a figure-eight pattern,
turning the mop frequently, to
apply the sealer all the way to the
baseboard.
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Pick up the dirty solution and rinse
the floor with clean water. Repeat
this process as necessary until all
embedded soils are removed.
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Damp mop edges and any
residue left on floor. Repeat this
process as necessary until all
residual soils are removed. Make
sure to wipe down baseboards.
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Industrial Pathmaker

Fill auto scrubber with properly
diluted top scrub cleaner. Scrub
the floor using auto scrubber
and the appropriate red, blue, or
surface prep pad.
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Wet vacuum the solution.
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Dust mop floor.
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Start at the far corner from
entrance and frame a 10’ x 10’
area with mop.
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Place “Wet Floor” signs at each
entrance.
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Allow the floor to dry thoroughly.

Pour floor finish into a bucket, as
directed on product label. Note:
Conventional mops require a lined
bucket. Microfiber application
systems do not.
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Work backward and side-by-side
toward the entrance, in sections,
until the floor area is completely
sealed.
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Allow the sealer/finish to dry thoroughly after each coat.
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Spartan Chemical Company, Inc.
www.spartanchemical.com
SERVICE/TECHNICAL SUPPORT

1-800-537-8990
SPARTAN MEDICAL EMERGENCY

1-888-314-6171
After the floor is dry, repeat this
process as directed by product
label to achieve desired number
of coats.

Clean and return all equipment
to storage. Remove and store
“Wet Floor” signs when floor is
completely dry.
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